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用交叉分子束研究氟原子与
反式 1，
3-丁二烯分子的反应 *
顾全力 a，b ， 王秀岩 a ， 沈关林 a ， 杨崇鑫 b，c ， 冉

琴 b ， 杨学明 a，b*
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摘
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要： 利用改进型通用交叉分子束装置和脉冲直流放电产生脉冲氟原子束实验方法，研究了氟原子和 1，
3-丁

二烯分子的反应散射. 只有一个脱氢原子反应通道被观测到，没有观测到碳碳单键、碳碳双键断裂以及氟化氢分
子的生成. 直接测量到反应产物的角度分布和飞行时间质谱. 通过把实验数据从实验室坐标系转化到质心坐标
系，得到反应产物在不同质心角度下的平动能分布和角度分布. 从反应产物的三维速度分布-角度分布-通量图
中，得出氟原子和 1，
3-丁二烯反应生成氢原子的过程是通过形成了一个长寿命的中间体.
关键词： 交叉分子束；反式 1，
3-丁二烯；氟原子
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Abstract

The fluorine atom reaction with trans-1，
3-butadiene has been investigated by using the crossed molecu-

lar beam method. Signals at mass 72，46 and 33 have been observed. A single reaction channel C4 H5 F + H is observed for this reaction channel. Product angular distributions and velocity distributions are determined. The experimental results indicate that the channel mainly proceeds via a long-lived complex at a collisional energy of
23. 8 kJ / mol. The collision complex is likely formed with the F atom attacking the delocalized electrons in the direction perpendicular to the molecular plane of trans-1，
3-butadiene molecule.
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ment translational spectroscopy coupled with product

Introduction

photoionization using tunable VUV synchrotron radia-

The reactivity of the fluorine atom is an interesting

tion by Neumark and co-workes［16］. Five product

research topic because of the complicated nature of the

channels are evident from his study：C4 H5 + H，C3 H3

reaction mechanism involved in these reactions and its

+ CH3 ，C2 H3 + C2 H3 ，C4 H4 + H2 ，and C2 H4 + C2 H2 .

importance in the etching processes. In the F atom re-

The production of C3 H3 + CH3 is found to be dominant

action with H2 ，the reaction mainly proceeds through

channel，followed by C4 H5 + H and C2 H3 + C2 H3 ，for

collinear abstraction mechanism with significant contri-

which the yields are approximately equal. However，

bution of dynamical resonances in the transition state at

the dynamics of the F + C4 H6 reaction has never been

［1，
2］

. In the F atom reaction

investigated previously. In this paper，we report the

，however，the reaction mainly oc-

results of crossed molecular beam studies on the fluo-

curs through an abstraction mechanism to produce an

rine atom reaction with the trans-1，3-butadiene mole-

HF molecule and a methyl radical（ CH3 ）in which the

cule.

low collisional energies
［3 - 7］

with methane

CH3 part is largely a spectator during the reaction
process. In contrast，the F atom reaction with ethyl-

2

Exprimenatl methods

ene，however，mainly goes through a long-lived com-

The reaction fluorine atom with trans-1，3-butadi-

plex formation process through the F atom addition to

ene has been studied in our lab using the universal

the double bond as suggested from previous experimen-

crossed molecular beam technique. The apparatus used

［8，
9］

. The F atom reaction with aromatic and

in this experiment is a newly built crossed molecular

heterocyclic molecules as well as chloroethylenes has

beam machine，which has been described in great de-

also been investigated using the crossed molecular

tail elsewhere. Briefly，the F（ 2 P）atomic beam，gen-

beam method［10 - 12］. From previous experimental stud-

erated by using the dc discharge method in a skimmed

ies，the competing nature of different reaction channels

F2 pulsed beam，was crossed with a skimmed C4 H6

in the F atom reactions with hydrocarbon molecules has

molecular beam at a fixed angle of 90 o . A schematic of

not been investigated in great details. Therefore，it

the F-atom source is depicted in Fig. 1，similar to the

would be interesting to further look systematically at the

scheme used in previous experimental studies［17］. A

tal results

reaction dynamics of F atom with hydrocarbon mole-

Teflon insulator（1 mm long ）was firstly closely con-

cules with both single and double / triple bonds， in

tacted by the pulsed valve（ general valve）with a rise

which reactions through both direct abstraction and
long lived complex formation mechanisms are possible.

time of about 30 µs，then a pair of electrodes was
mounted further downstream，and a teflon insulating

Universal crossed molecular beam techniques

piece was mounted between two electrodes，and a DC

based on electron impact ionization have been essential

negative high voltage，typically - 1 kV，was applied to

in investigating the dynamics of bimolecular chemical

the front electrode. As the pulsed valve opened，the

reactions during the last few decades. Product angular

gas inside the extended channel（ 1 mm diameter，2

and translational energy distributions can be measured

mm long）initiated the discharge（ duration time 1. 5

using this powerful method. Electron impact ionization
with quadrupole mass selection is an ideal universal de-

µs）and sustained it until the gas expanded out of the
channel. Typically，5% F2 in He（ total pressure at

tection method for all reaction products［13］. The simp-

454 kPa）was used in this work. It is known that dis-

lest of all conjugated polyenes，1，
3-butadiene as a ver-

charge of F2 can also generate a spin-orbit excited F *

y interesting organic molecule，has been studied using

atom. The spin-orbit excited 2 P1 / 2 state lies 404 cm - 1

many experimental and theoretical techniques［14，15］.

above the 2 P3 / 2 ground state. Unfortunately，our F-at-

Recently，the photodissociation dynamics of 1，
3-buta-

om source is with unknown spin-orbit contents in our

diene at 193 nm has been investigated with photofrag-

setup. The expanded pulsed F-atom beam was then
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with 2 mm diameter，then skimmed once again before

shown in this work were all rebinned to 3 µs for a better S / N ratio without distorting the shape of the TOF

entering the main chamber. The 1，
3-butadiene molec-

spectra. The product angular distributions can also be

ular beam was generated by expanding a neat 1，
3-bu-

measured by rotating the detector. During the experi-

tadiene（9% ）sample（ total pressure at 303 kPa）ob-

ments described above，the vacuum in the detector ion-

tained from Scott USA through a carefully adjusted

ization region was maintained at about 0. 13 µPa.
The TOF spectra and angular distributions of the

skimmed by a sharp edged skimmer（ Beam Dynamics）

pulsed valve（ General Valve）with a rise time of about
40 µs，and then skimmed once by a 1. 5 orifice skimmer before entering the main chamber. The F（ 2 P）at-

neutral products measured in the laboratory（ LAB ）

om beam，1，
3-butadiene molecular beam，and the de-

translational energy distributions and angular distribu-

tection axis were all in the same plane. The speed of

tions in the center-of-mass（ CM）frame. In the simu-

2

the F（ P）atom beam was 1650 m / s with an angular
o

frame were computer-simulated in order to obtain the

lation for a single reaction channel，normally a few ini-

divergence of ± 3 and a speed ratio of about 13. The

tial CM translational energy distributions at several CM

speed of the 1，
3-butadiene molecular beam was about

angles and an initial CM angular dependent were used

752 m / s with a speed ratio of about 9. 2 and an angular

as the starting point. If the product translational energy

o

divergence of about ± 2 . The collisional energy at

distribution for the channel is angular dependent，sev-

which this work was carried out is about 23. 8 kJ / mol.

eral CM translational energy distributions are necessary
to describe the angular dependent energy distributions
using linear interpolation. If the translational energy
distribution is angular independent，however，a single
distribution is normally used. The method to find out
how many CM kinetic energy distributions are required
is usually trial and error. Starting from the initial CM
energy distributions and the initial CM angular distribution，the laboratory TOF spectra and the angular distribution for this channel can be simulated using the
transformation from the CM frame to the LAB frame.
By adjusting these CM translational energy distributions
and the CM angular distribution，satisfactory fits to the
measured TOF spectra and angular distributions were

Fig. 1

F atom discharge source

1：Nozzle；2，
4：Teflon insulator plate；3，
5：Electrode

The whole experiment was pulsed at a frequency
of 50 Hz，and time zero was defined as the time when
the two beams were crossed. After flying about 25 cm
from the crossed region，the neutral reaction products
were then ionized by a Brink's type electron impact ionizer with an electron energy of about 60 eV. The
product ions were mass filtered by a quadrupole mass
filter，and counted by a Daly-type ion detector. All
time-of-flight（ TOF）spectra were taken at 1 µs per
channel during the experiment. The TOF spectra

obtained. In this way，the CM translational energy distributions and the CM angular distribution can be obtained. Simulation of multiple channel processes can
be done in a similar way by simply adding a few different channels together. Both the velocity spread（ ΔV）
and the angular divergence of the two molecular beams
have been incorporated in the simulation. Therefore the
simulated TOF spectra reported in this work should
have included the effects of the beam conditions which
were measured in situ experimentally.

3

Results and analysis
The possible multiple pathways of this reaction are
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33（ CH2 F + ）are detected from the fluorine atom reac-

as follows：
CH2 = CH - CH = CH2 + F
 CHF = CH - CH = CH2 + H
 CH = CHF + CH = CH
2
2
→
 HF + CH = CH - CH = CH2
 CH F + CH - CH = CH
2
2

tion with trans-1，3-butadiene. Because the angular
（1）

distributions and TOF spectra shapes of all of the frag-

（2）

ments have almost the same profile，it is implied that

（3）

two peaks of m / e = 46（ C2 H3 F + ）and 33（ CH2 F + ）

（4 ）

come from dissociative ionization of the C4 H5 F +（ m / e

The exothermicity of channel（ 1 ）is not well enough

= 72）. Any signals of channel（ 2）are not observed in

known，but referring to Lee's past similar work［18 - 20］，

this experiment. In the following paragraphs detailed

it should be（46 ± 16）kJ / mol. 2-F-trans-1，3-butadi-

analyses and results of channel（1）are described.

ene lies 1. 7 kJ / mol below 1-F-trans-1，3-butadi-

From the experimental results the reaction F（ 2 P）

ene［21］. So available energy of channel（1）should be

+ C4 H6 has only a single reaction channel. The ob-

about 83. 6kJ / mol. The exoergicity of the channel（2）

served signals at mass 72（ C4 H5 F）could only come

is about 25kJ / mol［22］，available energy is 49kJ / mol.

from the H atom elimination process from the reaction

Channel（3） is likely energetically［18 - 20］， but in

intermediate. Fig. 2 shows TOF spectra at mass 72 at

present work the product of HF was not detected even

six different laboratory angles. The total product angu-

though the background of HF was very small. Channel

lar distribution for C4 H5 F product is shown in Fig. 3.

（4 ） process is very unlikely energetically. In this

Reasonable fits to the TOF spectra of the C4 H5 F prod-

+

+

work，signals at m / e = 72（ C4 H5 F ），46（ C2 H3 F ），

Fig. 2

uct in Fig. 2 at different lab angles have been obtained

TOF spectra at mass 72 at six different laboratory angles from the F atom reaction with trans-1，
3-butadiene
The empty circles represent the experimental data while the solid lines are the simulated results.
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Lab angle（
/ o）
Fig. 3

The laboratory angular distribution of product at mass 72
Solid circles are the experimental data while

cos（ Θ CM ）
Fig. 5

The CM angular distribution of product at mass 72 also
used in simulating the TOF spectra shown in Fig. 2

the dashed line is the simulated result.

from six different laboratory angles

Fig. 6
E / 4. 18 kJ
Fig. 4
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The 3D product flux diagram for H emission channel
constructed from the CM product kinetic energy

The CM product at mass 72 kinetic energy distributions

distributions（ Fig. 4）and the CM angular

used in simulating the TOF spectra shown in Fig. 2

distribution（ Fig. 5）

from six different laboratory angles. Total two
distributions are used at two CM angles.

long-lived complex mechanism，also similar to previous
results on similar systems［18 - 20］. The slightly back-

using two different energy distributions at CM angles
0 o ，180 o which are shown in Fig. 4. Kinetic energy
distributions at other CM angles are obtained by linear
interpolation using the above two distributions. The

ward-scattered products could be from a minor direct
reaction mechanism. However，no particular argument
could be found for why the asymmetry is tilted to the
backward direction in this case. From Fig. 4，the cut-

C4 H5 F product CM angular distribution P（ Θ CM ）used

off of the CM kinetic energy distributions is about

in the fitting process is shown in Fig. 5. The three di-

79 kJ / mol，which is quite close to the available energy

mensional CM velocity flux contour map（ Fig. 6）of the

of H atom elimination channel. The average kinetic en-

C4 H5 F product was also obtained from the CM product

ergy released from the observed product is about 29 kJ /

kinetic energy distribution（ Fig. 4）and the CM angu-

mol，indicating that majority of the available energy is

lar distribution（ Fig. 5）. It is quite obvious that over-

deposited into the internal degrees of freedom of the

all the radical product from the H emission channel is

radical product.

roughly backward-forward symmetric，consistent with a
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in press

Conclusions

［7］Shen G，Shu J，Ran Q，Lee Y T，Yang X. in preparaation

The F atom reaction with trans-1，
3-butadiene has
been investigated by using the crossed molecular beam
method. Signals at mass 72，46 and 33 have been observed. These signals are attributed to the C4 H5 F + H
reaction. Product angular distributions and velocity distributions are determined，which indicate that the H atom elimination channel mainly proceeds via a long-
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